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ExECuTIVE SummARy

GOveRNMeNT AGeNCieS AT All levelS face management challenges of immense scale 

and complexity. in the decades ahead, these challenges will continue to grow as the nation 

confronts a wave of retiring career government professionals. Building and maintaining a 

highly capable public service that stands ready and able to effectively carry out public poli-

cies at all levels of government has never been more critical. Toward that end, the volcker 

Alliance has undertaken this study to explore the skills and competencies most needed to 

prepare the next generation of great public servants. We hope that it will prove a catalyst for 

action at all levels of government.

The mission of the volcker Alliance is to advance effective management of government 

to achieve results that matter to citizens. A core element of effective government is a highly 

skilled public workforce with capacities that are matched to the challenges identified by 

policymakers and are important to the public. in collaboration with experts from higher 

education, government agencies, professional associations, and other civic organizations, 

the volcker Alliance set out to develop a study seeking to strengthen the public service by 

shedding light on two critical questions:

1.  What skills and competencies do rising government leaders believe are most important 

for effectiveness in their jobs today and in the future?

2.  What educational and professional development programs can help them as they 

prepare for leadership in government?

A unique contribution of this report is the input, through focus groups and a survey, 

of nearly 1,000 rising leaders from all levels of government who reflected on the capabili-

ties most critical to their work and how they prefer to learn. This information is paired with 

interviews of senior experts in government and educational institutions to explore current 

leaders’ perspectives on how we can best prepare for the future. We hope this study advances 

an important conversation about how we can continue to uphold America’s public service 

legacy.

Section I explains the background of the Alliance’s work in building a capable public 

service and the purpose of the study. it describes the increasingly complex conditions of the 

public sector, as well as the importance of retaining and developing top talent. it also provides 

a broad overview of the study and explains this report’s distinct contribution. 

Section II presents actionable recommendations for government agencies, government 
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professional associations, and higher education and training institutions. Stakeholders are 

encouraged to help rising leaders join networks of peers and find mentors, while paying better 

attention to burnout and development opportunities aimed specifically at promoting resil-

ience. Agency and professional association leaders are encouraged to codevelop assessments 

of public service motivation and leadership aptitude, as well as career-stage learning rubrics 

that can be developed to help supervisors guide rising leaders on a successful career path. 

educational institutions and training providers are also urged to incorporate more field-based 

components into curricula and partner with government and professional associations to 

develop scalable professional education offerings that align with the priority competency areas. 

Section III provides the study’s key findings from the survey of rising government man-

agers. it begins with an overview of the survey questions and objectives. it explores ris-

ing leaders’ positive disposition to government service and the emphasis that they place on 

interpersonal leadership strengths. in addition, this section details rising leaders’ learning 

and professional development preferences for both content and format. 

Section IV begins with an overview of the importance of interpersonal skills and then 

examines insights into competency areas in greater detail. The five competency areas that 

compose our taxonomy are:

1.  Managing your team and yourself

2.  Responding to the public

3.  Navigating the broader environment

4.  Data and technology skills

5.  Business acumen

The discussion of each competency area includes the central takeaway and a description 

of the key learning drawn from the study’s focus groups, survey, and interviews. 

Section V describes the characteristics of professional development approaches that 

study participants believe can best help rising leaders succeed in cultivating the competen-

cies discussed in Section iv. The importance of networked learning and personal support 

via communities of peers and mentors is discussed. The section also considers approaches 

centered on collective problem-solving and the importance of career-stage development. 

Section VI highlights some examples of professional development programs that incor-

porate one or more of the themes featured in the report. The list is drawn from the recom-

mendations of advisers, experts, and survey respondents. 

Section VII details the study approach and methodology. it defines the stakeholder 
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groups referred to throughout the report and describes each of the four phases of work: Defin-

ing research questions with Alliance advisers; Focus groups with rising government leaders; 

Survey research with rising government leaders; and Gathering senior subject matter experts’ 

perspectives on meeting education and training needs. Section vii also provides the demo-

graphics for survey respondents. 

We hope that this report provides valuable information and insights into how to best 

support the next generation of government leaders and amplifies the voices of those already 

calling for more attention to this issue. We invite and encourage government leaders, pro-

fessional associations, education and training institutions, and other stakeholders to engage 

with our findings and to share their feedback with the Alliance team.
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I. InTRODuCTIOn

Study Background and Purpose
The volcker Alliance advances effective management of government to achieve results that 

matter to citizens. To support this mission, the Alliance partners with others to help build 

a highly capable public service that is ready and able to carry out public policies at all levels 

of government.

This study, Preparing Tomorrow’s Public Service, is a contribution to a far-ranging 

conversation about developing and retaining top talent in government service as the sector 

becomes increasingly complex and challenging. in the Alliance’s ongoing collaborations with 

universities, government agencies, professional associations, and civil society organizations, 

discussions continually turn to supporting the needs of rising government leaders who oper-

ate amid that complexity. 

Because of its concern about the professional competencies of those who will assume 

leadership in government over the next decades, the Alliance selected and consulted a group 

of advisers from government, higher education, and government partnership organizations 

(Appendix A) to reflect on a constellation of conditions shaping the public service landscape. 

Those conditions include:

•  The government workforce is undergoing a rapid generational transition, with nearly 

one-third of federal career employees eligible for retirement by the end of the decade.1  

Similar demographic concerns have made recruitment and retention the top priorities 

for state and local governments in recent years2  and have led the National Association 

of State Personnel executives to identify “aggressively acquiring, retaining, motivat-

ing and rewarding talent” as one of its top five priorities.3 

•  Dramatic increases in the scale and complexity of government’s responsibilities have 

not been matched by growth in its managerial resources, especially at the federal level.4  

A recent survey of Senior executive Service (SeS) employees found that only 50 percent 

of SeS leaders across federal agencies believe that their agency considers how future 

workforce trends impact their work,5  while the US Government Accountability Office 

(GAO) reports that technological advances have not kept pace with needs.6 

•  The career civil service remains essential for effective governance, but current civil 

service models may not sufficiently motivate or measure the performance of career 

government professionals. The National Academy of Public Administration concluded 
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that the current “human capital system actually hinders the ability of federal depart-

ments and agencies to recruit, develop, and retain top talent.”7 

Despite concerns about these challenges, the volcker Alliance and its project advisers 

share another conviction: that federal, state, and local government has many highly effective 

leaders, and it is important to support their preparation and growth however possible. This 

commitment to support is both genuine—motivated by respect and admiration for the work 

of younger public servants—and highly practical. in his work on the conditions of American 

governance, Donald kettl says that “many of the tasks of twenty-first century government, 

especially its critical coordination challenges, are at their core people-based challenges. Solv-

ing them will require skilled managers who can negotiate the constantly shifting forces of 

the administrative systems.”8 

As employers and educators of rising government leaders, Alliance advisers contribute 

significantly to the success and effectiveness of the vital government management workforce 

through training and development efforts. This study aims to enrich those efforts by seeking 

the perspective of rising leaders themselves on what it takes to do good work in government 

today. Because of the generational shift occurring in government, Alliance advisers agree that 

data and insights from the rising generation of leaders would be fresh and valuable contribu-

tions as the profession looks to its future.  

This study hopes to spark productive conversation and inform the development of edu-

cation and training support by asking two key questions:

1.  What skills and competencies do rising government leaders believe are most important 

for effectiveness in their jobs today and in the future?

2.  What educational and professional development programs can help them as they 

prepare for leadership in government?

The study does not seek to create an authoritative taxonomy of competencies needed 

for government management or to detail the specific content or applications of these skills. 

These are the important responsibilities of human capital specialists in government who 

design competency standards for their workforces and of the senior leaders who oversee the 

work of their agencies. Nor is the project designed to comprehensively survey the landscape of 

professional development offerings for public servants or to shape degree curricula at schools 

of government and public policy, a responsibility undertaken by the Network of Schools of 

Public Policy, Affairs, and Administration.

Rather, through this project the Alliance and its advisers aim to understand from the 
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perspective of rising government leaders across federal, state, and local sectors those com-

petencies that best enable them to effectively accomplish the work of government. Based 

on this understanding, the study seeks to provide insight into how agencies, professional 

associations, and educational institutions can support rising leaders in developing the com-

petencies that will matter most for effective practice in the coming decade.  

This Report’s Contribution
This report begins with a set of recommendations for stakeholders, including government 

agencies, professional associations, and higher education and training institutions. The rec-

ommendations draw on a set of key findings, which are highlighted in the next section. The 

findings delineate the core competencies that rising leaders identified as most important 

for effectiveness in government. A closer examination of each competency area follows, as 

well as insights and examples from government and education experts about professional 

development opportunities that help develop the individual skills. 

The conclusions reflect the everyday constraints of making do with limited resources 

and relying on interpersonal skills to effect progress in government. Rising leaders believed 

that there should be investments in technology overhauls, new human capital management 

approaches, and comprehensive training and development programs to support them in their 

jobs. But rising leaders are realists. Pending these unlikely organizational transfusions, they 

lead by collaborating, being resourceful, and motivating their teams. Similarly, the profes-

sional development approaches that rising leaders and experts identified as most valuable 

draw on the energy and creativity of the rising leaders themselves. These approaches bring 

them together for networked learning, which provides opportunities for them to expand their 

professional circles, find fellowship, develop leadership strengths, and develop practical solu-

tions for the problems they tackle daily in the course of making government function.  

The report ends with a description of the study approach, which sets up a dialogue 

between the perspectives of senior experts in government and education and those of the 

broad population of rising government leaders working at the federal, state, and local levels. it 

details the qualitative and quantitative research approach conducted with these constituencies. 
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II. RECOmmEnDATIOnS

THe vOlCkeR AlliANCe eNCOURAGeS all interested stakeholders—including govern-

ment agencies, professional associations, and higher education and training institutions—to 

engage with the study findings in full, and it welcomes opportunities for dialogue about 

how all groups can contribute to the success and effectiveness of rising government leaders. 

The following ideas for action are grounded in this study’s findings and are drawn from the 

insights of its many focus group participants, survey respondents, and expert interviews. 

For Government Agencies and Government Professional Associations
1.  Assist rising leaders in building and joining networks, including those outside 

their agencies and functional silos. Networks provide support and leadership devel-

opment opportunities for rising leaders and, just as importantly, build government 

capacity as participants codevelop approaches for tackling shared challenges.

2.  Be attentive to burnout and promote professional development opportunities 
to cultivate resilience. Agencies must promote and support a culture of continuous 

learning and development and drive culture change in which employee training is 

viewed as an investment as opposed to a cost. 

3.  Capitalize on the sense of duty and public service ethos of talented young leaders 
by leveraging assessments to measure public service motivation and leadership 
aptitude. Rising government leaders are motivated by mission, and tapping into that 

motivation can support perseverance. leadership assessments can help agencies ensure 

that those entering supervisory or managerial ranks are able to succeed. 

4.  Consider how to scale fellows programs to reach more rising leaders. The cur-

ricula and co-learning opportunities afforded by what have generally been small, 

selective programs and face-to-face requirements can be effectively extended 

through technology-enabled modes attractive to the larger rising leader population. 

Agencies must incorporate these programs into comprehensive talent management 

strategies to ensure that fellows are not merely returning to their old jobs with their 

same old duties. 

5.  Develop career-stage learning rubrics to guide rising leaders as they pursue pro-
fessional development. Senior agency and association leaders can join to make rec-

ommendations for skills and strengths rising leaders should develop as they advance 
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to progressive levels of responsibility. 

6.  Implement mentoring and coaching programs. These programs are a valued, effec-

tive, and low-cost means to support leaders at all levels in their professional devel-

opment.

For higher Education and Training Institutions
1.  Incorporate more field-based content into graduate programs. Rising government 

leaders wish that field-based components such as mock negotiations, team-based 

assignments with assigned roles that reflect typical roles in government, and course 

work that reflects the interdependencies and overlapping domains in real-world public 

service had been stronger aspects of their graduate education.

2.  Consider how to deliver learning and skills development aligned to career stages. 

Rising leaders develop needs for new leadership competencies and advanced skills as 

they progress in their careers, which in turn create opportunities for degree programs to 

offer post-degree courses and experiences (included in the degree program to amplify 

lifetime degree value or sold as low-cost add-on components). 

3.  Facilitate network development and mentoring through alumni communities. 

These communities are natural sources of the networks and mentoring relationships 

that rising leaders value.

4.  Support campus communities of practice for students intending to work in gov-
ernment. Current students considering government can unite to reinforce their com-

mitment to public service and orient to the world of practice through interacting with 

alumni and other practitioners. 

5.  Partner with government agencies and associations to develop scalable profes-
sional education offerings, especially certificate programs, aligned with the prior-
ity competency areas. Schools bring assets of mature-learning technology platforms 

and pedagogical expertise to partnerships with government. Rising leaders value cer-

tificate programs, which about one-third intend to obtain. learnings from this study 

may be able to inform the design of these programs, which can be codeveloped and 

distributed through partnerships with government agencies and professional asso-

ciations.
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III. KEy FInDInGS

Survey Questions and Objectives 
A survey conducted with rising government leaders across the country is a cornerstone of this 

study, providing detailed data representing the voices of those charged with addressing the 

practical challenges of public service. The Alliance team brings the concerns and expecta-

tions of expert advisers, as well as the rich insights of rising leaders gained in focus groups, 

to the design of the survey and its content areas.

The survey was designed to achieve several objectives:

•  evaluate the importance of professional competencies relative to their importance for 

effectiveness in government. 

•  Understand rising government leaders’ preferences about professional development.

•  Record insights from rising government leaders about professional challenges, advice 

for peers, and learning interests. 

To meet study goals, it was important that the survey was completed by a diverse set of 

respondents from a variety of regions, government levels, and educational experiences. The 

Alliance team invited the many professional associations and alumni relations offices in its 

network to distribute the survey electronically to their member lists. A list of groups that 

chose to participate in the survey can be found in Appendix A. 

in consultation with the advisory committee, the Alliance team developed the following 

list of competency areas to be tested in the survey. each competency area included a set of 

specific skills that rising leaders deploy to achieve effectiveness in that area. This list reflects 

learning from the focus groups as well as adviser interviews. 

PuBLIC SECTOR COmPETEnCy AREAS

managing your Team anD yourself
•   Helping your team to find purpose and be motivated
•   Gaining buy-in from your colleagues and supervisors
•   Persevering in the face of adverse situations

resPonDing To The Public
•   Fostering a culture of responsive service to the public
•   Seeking out and considering a wide range of citizen 

voices
•   Honing your message for the public

navigaTing The broaDer environmenT
•   Gaining buy-in from other governmental agencies or 

entities
•   Maintaining integrity in a highly partisan environment
•   Honing your message to advise elected officials 

effectively

COmPETEnCy AREAS SuRVEyED
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Assessing the Competency Areas
Survey respondents consider themselves to be successfully advancing in government service, 

and the majority indicate that they have support from peers and mentors.

Rising government leaders reinforce the importance of leading and interacting with other 

people for effectiveness in their roles. When asked to allocate ten points among competency 

areas, survey respondents give strongest 

emphasis to “managing your team and 

yourself.”

Detailed ratings of skills under the 

competency areas similarly bear out the 

importance of interpersonal leadership 

strengths. Along with the business acumen 

skills of effective oral and written commu-

nication and project management, the most 

valued skills involve influencing others and 

GEnERAL mAnAGEmEnT COmPETEnCy AREAS

DaTa anD Technology skills
•   Proficiency with basic quantitative analysis
•   keeping up to date on research and technology 

innovations relevant to your work
•   Advancing data-based decision-making
•   Proficiency in collecting and cleaning data
•   Creating data visualizations
•   Advanced data analytics

business acumen
•   Budgetary/financial management acumen
•   Project and timeline management skills
•   effective written communication
•   effective oral communication
•   negotiation skills

COmPETEnCy AREAS SuRVEyED (continued)

n=893

POSITIVE DISPOSITIOn TO GOVERnmEnT SERVICE

Percentage of respondents rating statements 4 or 5 (Agree or Strongly agree) on a 5-point scale. 

i intend to continue in government for the long term.

i have a trusted community of peers.

i am making good progress reaching professional aspirations.

i have a trusted mentor in government.

75%

 74%

 71%

 63%

PRIORITIzInG ThE COmPETEnCy AREAS

Please allocate 10 points among the following categories 
of skills and abilities to indicate which areas you believe 
are most crucial for success in a public service role like 
yours.

managing your team and yourself 2.5

responding to the public 2.0

Data and technology skills 1.9

business acumen 1.8

navigating the broader environment 1.8

n=909
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SKILLS In PuBLIC SECTOR COmPETEnCy AREAS

in your opinion, how important are the following abilities in a public service role like yours? 
Percentage of respondents rating statements 4 or 5 (Important or Very important) on a 5-point scale.

Helping your team to find purpose and be motivated 86%

Persevering in the face of adverse situations 85%

Gaining buy-in from your colleagues and supervisor(s) 85%

fostering a culture of responsive service to the public 81%

maintaining integrity in a highly partisan environment 79%

Honing your message to advise elected officials effectively 77%

honing your message for the public 77%

Gaining buy-in from other governmental agencies or entities 71%

Seeking out and considering a wide range of citizen voices 70%

n=920

SKILLS In GEnERAL mAnAGEmEnT COmPETEnCy AREAS

in your opinion, how important are the following abilities in a public service role like yours?
Percentage of respondents rating statements 4 or 5 (Important or Very important) on a 5-point scale.

effective oral communication 91%

Project and timeline management 88%

effective written communication 87%

Budgetary/financial management acumen 78%

negotiation skills 77%

keeping up to date on work-related research/tech 72%

Advancing data-based decision-making 71%

Proficiency with basic quantitative analysis 71%

Creating data visualizations 67%

Proficiency in collecting and cleaning data 64%

advanced data analytics 57%

n=921
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sustaining personal resilience in challenging 

circumstances. 

The most experienced rising leaders 

surveyed—those with sixteen to twenty 

years in government—are especially likely 

to prioritize skills needed to head depart-

ments and agencies and assume public-

facing leadership. This is consistent with 

growing responsibilities and increasing 

public engagement as promising leaders 

advance in their career. 

Learning and Professional Development 
Preferences
Rising government leaders value professional development. Their preferences suggest a 

market for continual, structured, and robust learning, as well as for more adhoc peer-to-

peer networking and mentoring. While 

some respondents report that they intend 

to earn a certificate (35 percent) or degree 

(25 percent) to further their careers in 

public service, many more are interested 

in shorter-form development opportuni-

ties. Three-quarters of survey respondents 

report an intention to participate in pro-

fessional development programs, and half 

wish that they had access to more relevant 

offerings. State-level rising leaders appear 

to be less satisfied with the availability of 

relevant offerings than peers in federal and 

local government.

When considering their preferred for-

mat for professional development opportu-

nities, respondents appreciate more inten-

ADDITIOnAL SKILLS mOST ImPORTAnT TO 
ExPERIEnCED mAnAGERS (survey respondents 
with 16 to 20 years in government)

Percentage of respondents rating statements 4 or 5 
(Important or Very important) on a 5-point scale.

honing your message for the public 89%

honing your message to advise elected 
officials effectively

88%

maintaining integrity in a highly partisan 
environment

86%

Budgetary/financial management 85%

negotiation skills 84%

seeking out and considering a wide range  
of citizen voices

83%

n=92

STROnG DEmAnD FOR RELEVAnT PROFESSIOnAL 
DEVELOPmEnT ...

Percentage of respondents rating statements 4 or 5  
(Agree or Strongly agree) on a 5-point scale.

i am planning to undertake professional development  
in the future.

74%

... wITh ESPECIALLy STROnG DEmAnD  
AT STATE LEVEL

Percentage of respondents rating statements 4 or 5  
(Agree or Strongly agree) on a 5-point scale.

i wish i had access to professional development 
opportunities (workshop, professional community, 
mentorship program) that were more relevant to me.

overall 51%

local 42%

sTaTe 72%

feDeral 54%

Local n=475, State n=158, Federal n=257
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sive options such as executive coaching 

and multisession courses. Strong interest 

in mentorship programs and networking 

communities equally reveal the important 

value assigned to peer learning. 

Rising leaders in the survey prefer to 

participate in professional development in 

a setting away from the workplace. More 

than half are open to online participation. 

Many focus group respondents express 

particular appreciation for professional 

development opportunities outside their 

department and away from their day-to-

day responsibilities that allow them to 

focus on the opportunity at hand and build 

relationships with other leaders in different 

departments.

The following sections of this report 

further explore survey learning about com-

petency areas and professional develop-

ment needs in the context of insights pro-

vided by advisers and rising government 

leaders. 

PREFERRED FORmAT FOR PROFESSIOnAL 
DEVELOPmEnT

which of the following types of professional development 
would you most like to take part in? (select up to three.)

executive coaching 45%

multisession course 44%

mentorship program 42%

Hands-on workshop 40%

networking community 37%

rotational program 37%

Single-day presentation 26%

n=894

PREFERRED PROFESSIOnAL DEVELOPmEnT 
SETTInGS 

in what setting would you prefer to engage in professional 
development? (select all that apply.)

At an off-site location 
(not at my workplace)

67%

online 55%

in my workplace 46%

at a university 43%

n=888
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IV. ThE COmPETEnCy AREAS In FOCuS

Overview: The Importance of Interpersonal Skills 
This study’s findings should inspire confidence about the future of the public service. They 

show that rising government leaders are committed (75 percent of survey respondents expect 

to stay in government for the long term) and motivated (71 percent believe they are making 

good progress in fulfilling their professional aspirations).

“Working in the government is complicated business. The founders’ system of 

checks and balances [is] both brilliant—and frustrating. You have to avoid the 

stereotype of the typical government worker and find ways to be creative and 

exceptional.” — RISInG FEDERAL GOVERnmEnT LEADER (SuRVEy RESPOnDEnT)

even more important, rising leaders understand the personal responsibility they bear for 

making government work. Findings reveal that rising leaders share convictions about what 

enables high performance and consistently emphasize the importance of personal capacity 

for leadership. Of course, personal strengths are not the only needed competencies. Foun-

dational business and data-based decision-making skills are important, as they would be 

for any management workforce. So too is an understanding of how government works in 

practice—gained through formal education, personal experience, and advice and knowledge 

shared by peers and mentors. But above all, rising leaders assert that interpersonal effective-

ness and personal resilience—commonly labeled “soft skills”—are essential for effectiveness 

in public service.

Given the urgent focus on technology and data in workforce development circles, it may 

appear counterintuitive or even naive that rising leaders consider soft skills to be of greatest 

importance. indeed, many Alliance advisers expected rising leaders to clamor for data and 

business management skills to help address broad organizational and operational challenges. 

But while thought leaders interviewed for the study tend to focus on systemic issues, ris-

ing leaders on the ground are much more concerned with the everyday realities of making 

progress in environments shaped by scarce resources and challenged staff morale. viewed 

from the rising leader’s perspective, interpersonal leadership supplies the vital energy that 

fuels government today. 

Human capital leaders in government agree. “Because the nature of government has 
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ThE RELATIVE ImPORTAnCE OF CRITICAL SKILLS

in your opinion, how important are the following skills in a public service role like yours? 

1 = not at all important, 5 = very important      1 •    2 •    3 •    4 •    5 •      Percentage of 4 and 5 responses 

(n=920) 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

managing your team and yourself

Helping your team to find purpose and be 
motivated

Gaining buy-in from your colleagues and 
supervisors

Persevering in the face of adverse situations

Responding to the public

fostering a culture of responsive service to 
the public

seeking out and considering a wide range of 
citizen voices

honing your message for the public

navigating the broader environment

Gaining buy-in from other governmental 
agencies or entities

maintaining integrity in a highly partisan 
environment

honing your message to advise elected 
officials effectively

Data and technology skills

Proficiency with basic quantitative analysis

keeping up to date on research and 
technology innovations relevant to your work

Advancing data-based decision-making

Proficiency in collecting and cleaning data

Creating data visualizations

advanced data analytics

Business acumen

Budgetary/financial management acumen

Project and timeline management skills

effective written communication

effective oral communication

negotiation skills

86%

85%

85%

81%

70%

77%

71%

79%

77%

71%

72%

71%

64%

67%

57%

78%

88%

87%

91%

77%
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shifted, governing through influence and collaboration is the way we’re doing the work,” said 

Sydney Heimbrock, assistant director of the Center for leadership Development at the US 

Office of Personnel Management. “in theory, if we are continuing to find government insti-

tutions critically underfunded, then it is equally important for someone in management to 

know how to analyze data as well as to lead people across sectors.”

“I need to know how things work technically on spreadsheets, but the skills I need 

are working on teams, being able to work with people, being able to work in differ-

ent layers of bureaucracy, and being able to adjust myself and my expectations.”

— RISInG GOVERnmEnT LEADER (nyC FOCuS GROuP)

The following sections examine in more detail the competency areas that rising leaders 

rely on to be effective in government.

A. managing your Team and yourself
The Takeaway
Rising government leaders thrive by mobilizing their teams’ best energies, building part-

nerships when faced with complex challenges, and seeking to continually reinforce their own 

resilience and sense of purpose.  

key learning
Skills in the “managing your team and yourself” competency area emerge at the top of 

the list as rising government leaders in the focus groups and survey emphasize succeeding 

through mobilizing their teams and forging partnerships across departments. “Helping your 

team find purpose and motivation” (86 percent top-rated) is among the five most important 

skills identified in the survey, followed closely by “gaining buy-in from colleagues and super-

visors” (85 percent top-rated) and “persevering in the face of adverse situations” (85 percent 

mAnAGInG yOuR TEAm AnD yOuRSELF

in your opinion, how important are the following abilities in a public service role like yours? 
Percentage of respondents rating statements 4 or 5 (Important or Very important) on a 5-point scale.

Helping your team to find purpose and be motivated 86%

Gaining buy-in from your colleagues and supervisor(s) 85%

Persevering in the face of adverse situations 85%

n=920
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top-rated). in their commentary, managers describe conditions where their staff members 

operate amid conflicting public expectations, policy-bound and resource-strapped agencies, 

and challenged morale. Often managers are supervising employees who have been working 

in government significantly longer than themselves. 

Today’s rising leaders are often leading from the side, “managing up,” and seeking com-

mon ground with supervisees of all ages and experience levels who bring diverse backgrounds 

and values. For that reason, they emphasize the need to relate to people by understanding their 

experiences and perspectives. For rising leaders, supervising others is less about promoting a 

big vision or promising change than it is about evoking the best from staff over the long haul. 

Similarly, partnerships with peers and senior leaders across the organization rely on finding 

shared goals and developing joint projects that combine efforts and resources for greater impact.

“It’s servant leadership in government, about empowering people to succeed. To 

lead you have to listen and respect people’s values and ideas, and understand 

why folks are working in government to begin with.”

— RISInG GOVERnmEnT LEADER (SEATTLE FOCuS GROuP)

“People who lack flexibility and emotional intelligence make it difficult for gov-

ernment to undergo change or any type of innovation.”

— RISInG GOVERnmEnT LEADER (DC FOCuS GROuP)

Considering the fortitude that rising leaders say is required, it is perhaps not surprising 

that “persevering through adversity” (85 percent top-rated) is ranked one of the five most 

important skills for government service.

“Times in government can be tough and often your work will feel thankless. 

Sometimes you will have to reframe your thinking about being in government to 

find meaning in your work. Sometimes you will have to do this on a daily basis 

to keep yourself motivated. Sometimes it will be very difficult and roadblocks 

will seem insurmountable. But your work is important and the people we serve 

deserve—and need—your best efforts. And always remember that the grass isn’t 

necessarily greener in the private sector; there are challenges there too.”

— RISInG FEDERAL GOVERnmEnT LEADER (SuRVEy RESPOnDEnT)
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Where does that personal resilience, the ability to persevere through adversity, come 

from? in initial conversations with senior academic and government leaders, some suggest 

that these qualities are intrinsic and that the sector must focus on recruiting individuals with 

the leadership qualities, public service motivation, and stamina to succeed in government. 

in the words of one SeS member: “it’s difficult to teach resiliency but easier to identify who 

has it and who doesn’t.”

Today’s rising leaders are more comfortable with the idea that they can develop resilience 

like a muscle, particularly through fellowship with peers and guidance from mentors. educa-

tion innovators agreed that resilience can be developed. “Challenges deliver leadership life 

lessons,” said Julia Minson, assistant professor of public policy at Harvard’s kennedy School 

of Government. “Back in the day, we looked for people who were good at managing through 

challenges and promoted them. Now we believe we can get everybody to be more effective.” 

B. Responding to the Public
The Takeaway 
effective rising government leaders welcome the opportunity to engage with the diverse 

constituencies they serve and are attuned to new expectations for communications and trans-

parency. This generation of leaders can be in a teaching role for their organizations in devel-

oping new approaches to responding to the public. 

key learning 
“Responding to the public” is the second-highest-rated competency area tested in the 

survey, and fostering a culture of responsive service is of particular significance. 

Survey findings reinforce the importance of responsiveness to the public, particularly 

for rising leaders at the state and local level, reflecting the immediacy of their contact with 

constituents. Our focus group respondents indicate that being responsive to the public can 

RESPOnDInG TO ThE PuBLIC

in your opinion, how important are the following abilities in a public service role like yours? 
Percentage of respondents rating statements 4 or 5 (Important or Very important) on a 5-point scale.

fostering a culture of responsive service to the public 81%

honing your message for the public 77%

Seeking out and considering a wide range of citizen voices 70%

n=920
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sometimes be challenging, but they report 

an understanding that it is a core respon-

sibility of civil servants in a democratic 

society. Perhaps because they serve smaller 

constituencies, rising leaders in state and 

local government allocate more points to 

this competency area than do those in fed-

eral government. 

Asked about how they learn or cultivate skills of responsiveness to the public, rising 

government leaders often refer to intrinsic public service motivations—their interest in learn-

ing about and helping citizens and communities. They underscore the importance and value 

of recruiting people into government who share this characteristic. People generally agree 

that these motivations, which are innate in some people, can also be cultivated with quality 

professional development and good leadership from skilled supervisors. The growing demo-

graphic diversity of many US communities requires that rising leaders be open-minded and 

empathetic to a range of citizen concerns. Responding to them draws on the same qualities 

that rising leaders leverage as they seek to motivate their teams and sustain personal resilience.

“You need to be interested and willing to learn about the people you’re serving. 

... For me it’s all 2 million people in King County. And you need to be willing to 

build relationships in cultures that are not your own.”

— RISInG GOVERnmEnT LEADER (SEATTLE FOCuS GROuP)

“Personally, I feel the greatest satisfaction when I can provide great customer 

service or educate a resident about what we are doing and why we are doing it. 

I’m doing everything I can to change the perception that government workers 

don’t care or that it’s just a redtape-filled bureaucratic agency. For me, it’s all 

about changing how people perceive government.”

— RISInG LOCAL GOVERnmEnT LEADER (SuRVEy RESPOnDEnT)

Of course, responsiveness goes beyond bringing a positive and engaging attitude to 

citizen concerns and service expectations. Here, Alliance advisers recognize that millen-

nials may be better prepared than their elders to address emerging needs, particularly with 

mORE ImPORTAnT AT STATE AnD LOCAL LEVELS

Share of 10 points allocated as “crucial to success in 
a public service role” by rising leaders at each level of 
government.

federal state local

responding to the public 1.6 1.9 2.2

n=909
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respect to digital engagement and service. “Social media and digital technologies are increas-

ing expectations of transparency and quicker outcomes—like citizens would expect from 

a private entity,” said Sharon Minnich, secretary of the Office of Administration for the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

Sydney Heimbrock at the US Office of Personnel Management is optimistic in consider-

ing the fit between community needs from government and this generation of leaders. “There 

is a huge opportunity, a seismic shift in managers’ and leaders’ awareness that business as 

usual doesn’t work,” she said. “People coming into the government workforce now are more 

attuned to the social dimension of everything we do. Digital natives find it natural to go and 

talk to citizens online. That opens up new approaches to democracy.”

C. navigating the Broader Environment
The Takeaway
The government sector presents complex and unique management dynamics that are 

mastered through experience and with guidance from others. Rising government leaders 

prize opportunities to continuously learn more about how to effect change in the broader 

environment.

key learning
Skills related to navigating the broader environment are critical for all government lead-

ers, and they gain importance as leaders advance and take on responsibility for managing and 

representing their departments inside and outside of government.

While this competency area is developed over the life of a career, participants in the 

study recognized that it is never too early to learn as much as possible about how government 

works in practice. “instead of thinking of government as a crazy place that turns over all the 

time, we need to spend more time teaching people how to navigate the system,” said Terry 

nAVIGATInG ThE BROADER EnVIROnmEnT

in your opinion, how important are the following abilities in a public service role like yours?
Percentage of respondents rating statements 4 or 5 (Important or Very important) on a 5-point scale.

maintaining integrity in a highly partisan environment 79%

Honing your message to advise elected officials effectively 77%

Gaining buy-in from other governmental agencies or entities 71%

n=920
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Gerton, president of the National Academy of Public Administration (NAPA) and former 

deputy assistant secretary for policy at the US labor Department’s veterans’ employment 

and Training Service. “We need to give people back their sense of agency and knowledge of 

how to do their jobs. it’s an empowering discussion about how the government works.”

Senior leaders in government are inclined to believe that navigating the broader envi-

ronment is a competency area that can and should be more formally taught. Richard Spires, 

who has held senior roles at both the iRS and the Department of Homeland Security, asserted 

that “there is specialized training that government managers should go through about how 

government works and how things get done. The ‘rules of the road’ really are different in gov-

ernment.” in Spires’s view, the responsibility to provide this training belongs to the agencies, 

and rising leaders shouldn’t have to figure things out on their own. “This is about organiza-

tional maturity,” he said. “it’s not on the individual; it’s on the agency.”

Universities can also play a more effective role in providing learning from the field, accord-

ing to study respondents. While three-quarters of rising government leaders with a master’s 

degree (from any discipline) consider their degree education to be valuable preparation for 

their government work, many wish that elements of field-derived learning had been stronger 

in their program. 

The chart below shows a range of learning activities and content areas that govern-

ment managers wish had been emphasized more in their degree programs. Several of these—

including team-based assignments with roles that reflect ones typically held in government, 

mock negotiations, and coursework reflecting “real world public service”—reinforce needs 

expressed throughout the project for new graduates to be better attuned to the complex reali-

mASTER’S GRADuATES LOOK BACK

which of the following do you wish had been a stronger part of your graduate education? (Top five selected.)

mock negotiations 46%

Team-based assignments with assigned roles that reflect 
typical roles in government

42%

Analytics/data modeling 40%

Course work that reflects the interdependencies and 
overlapping domains in real-world public service

39%

instructors with recent practitioner experience 32%

n=578
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ties of government life when they hit the ground. Their favored professional development 

approaches reflect these preferences and are built on integrating instruction by experienced 

practitioners with peer-to-peer learning.  

“Build your network of contacts. When in doubt, always reach out to others in 

the field to see how they have handled a similar situation. Don’t try to reinvent 

the wheel. Someone somewhere has come across a similar situation before and 

will have advice on how to (or how not to) handle it.”

— RISInG STATE GOVERnmEnT LEADER (SuRVEy RESPOnDEnT)

D. Data and Technology Skills
The Takeaway
Though government has a critical need for advanced data science and technology, many 

rising leaders are likely to be in roles where data and technology skills are less consequential 

than devising practical solutions to more immediate needs.

key learning
Technology transformation and its associated costs, risks, and opportunities are a com-

mon concern in government. Government experts are particularly concerned about the slow 

pace of adoption. The GAO has estimated that 75 percent of the federal government’s tech-

nology budget goes to maintaining legacy systems and only 25 percent to “development, 

modernization and enhancement.”9 

Considering the alarms sounded by experts about the government’s technology chal-

lenges, it is notable that none of the data and technology skill sets tested in the survey receive 

top importance ratings. As an example, “advanced data analytics”—the management science 

often described as transforming the private sector—is considered relatively important by only 

slightly more than half of respondents (57 percent).

“Being data literate helped me make insights others weren’t. It stopped being 

useful quickly though, because so little policy work relies on generating new data 

or modeling. From my experience, most of public service was about managing 

up, staying crafty, and identifying opportunities to make a difference.”

— RISInG FEDERAL GOVERnmEnT LEADER (SuRVEy RESPOnDEnT)
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Why don’t data and technology skills rate higher in importance in the survey? Ari light-

man, professor at Carnegie Mellon University’s Heinz College of information Systems and 

Public Policy, gathers government chief information officers for training to become “fast fol-

lowers” in adopting tech sector approaches. But lightman said changing political scenarios 

and insufficient resources usually intervene and limit managers’ ability to implement better 

technology processes. 

The survey also shows greater importance given to “lighter touch” uses of data, such as 

making data-informed decisions, than to sophisticated technical skills such as cleaning data 

sets and conducting advanced analytics. This may suggest that while most leaders need solid 

familiarity with data’s interpretive aspects, a relatively smaller portion of this management 

cohort needs the most nuanced and sophisticated skills. 

Others who have occupied senior government seats confirm the everyday constraints. 

“The fact is that iT systems in government were designed in the ’80s,” said Terry Gerton of 

NAPA. “Young people always want to go around the system, but managers need to have at 

least a rudimentary knowledge of how these legacy systems work because they generate the 

information you manage with.” 

Of all the competency areas, the data and technology category may reveal the most 

pronounced gap between structural needs and practical realities. Over two-thirds of govern-

ment managers with a master’s degree indicate that analytics and data modeling had been 

part of their graduate education, which suggests that a substantial portion of the government 

management workforce brings data skills. But these abilities may languish in environments 

where legacy infrastructure limits the potential to collect and analyze quality data. Similarly, 

DATA AnD TEChnOLOGy SKILLS

in your opinion, how important are the following abilities in a public service role like yours? 
Percentage of respondents rating statements 4 or 5 (Important or Very important) on a 5-point scale.

keeping up to date on work-related research/tech 72%

Advancing data-based decision-making 71%

Proficiency with basic quantitative analysis 71%

Creating data visualizations 67%

Proficiency in collecting and cleaning data 64%

advanced data analytics 57%

n=921
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legacy systems may limit opportunities to deploy technology skills to advance governance 

and serve citizens. 

E. Business Acumen
The Takeaway
effective rising government leaders rely on communications and project management 

skills, and as they gain seniority they must add skills necessary for defending and advanc-

ing departmental aims. This finding seems consistent with professional expectations in the 

private and nonprofit sectors as well.

key learning
Rising leaders in the study reinforce that they need business acumen to be effective in 

government. in this competency area, they assign ratings of top importance to oral com-

munication, project management, and written communications skills. in fact, effective oral 

communication and project management capacity are the most highly rated skills across all 

twenty skills in the five competency areas.

When it comes to management competencies, the survey reveals that rising govern-

ment leaders must develop a more advanced tool kit as they progress in their careers. The 

most experienced leaders—those with sixteen to twenty years in government—rate skills and 

strengths needed to head departments and agencies and assume public-facing leadership as 

very important. These skills include financial management and negotiation, necessary for 

the work of defending and advancing department and agency-level aims. 

Alliance advisers emphasize the importance of management skills for those in govern-

BuSInESS ACumEn

in your opinion, how important are the following abilities in a public service role like yours? 
Percentage of respondents rating statements 4 or 5 (Important or Very important) on a 5-point scale.

effective oral communication 91%

Project and timeline management 88%

effective written communication 87%

Budgetary/financial management acumen 78%

negotiation skills 77%

n=921
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ment charged with successfully executing 

projects and leading teams in conditions 

of distributed authority. Federal govern-

ment leaders put slightly more emphasis on 

business acumen. Some speculate that the 

scale of outsourcing and contracting at the 

federal level places a premium on this skill.

Dustin Brown leads performance 

and personnel management as the deputy 

assistant director for management in the 

US Office of Management and Budget. His 

key hiring priorities align with this sec-

tion’s findings. “i’m not looking for ‘just 

policy’ people but for folks who have the 

business acumen and project management 

skills important for this sector,” Brown said. 

“For the types of problems government is trying to solve, and the way in which the govern-

ment is deployed, we need managers that implement changes across sectors.”

Study findings suggest that rising government leaders are eager to develop their business 

acumen. About a third of rising leaders in the survey are considering earning a certificate to 

further their career in public service. Many are considering obtaining management credentials 

such as the Project Management Professional (PMP) or international City/County Manage-

ment Association Credentialed Manager (iCMA-CM), or certification from the American 

institute of Certified Planners (AiCP).

ADDITIOnAL SKILLS mOST ImPORTAnT TO 
ExPERIEnCED LEADERS (survey respondents 
with 16 to 20 years in government)

Percentage of respondents rating statements 4 or 5 
(Important or Very important) on a 5-point scale.

Budgetary/financial 
management

85%

negotiation skills 84%

n=92

SLIGhTLy hIGhER AT FEDERAL LEVEL

Share of 10 points allocated as “crucial to success in a 
public service role” by respondents at various levels of 
government.

federal state local

business acumen 2.0 1.8 1.8

n=909
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V. SuPPORTInG COmPETEnCIES ThROuGh PROFESSIOnAL DEVELOPmEnT

ARMeD WiTH FiNDiNGS about the competencies rising government leaders believe are 

most important for professional practice and their preferences for how they want to learn, 

the Alliance team conducted advisory committee sessions and interviews with experts in 

professional development and education innovation. in keeping with the study’s focus on 

supporting a broad base of government managers, conversations with experts centered on 

approaches that could enable wide participation and lower barriers to access for those with 

fewer resources. 

Following are key characteristics of professional development approaches that study 

participants believe can help rising government leaders succeed in cultivating competencies 

for effectiveness.

networked Learning 
leadership development built on professional networks is well-suited to government, where 

widening one’s circle of potential partners and learning from peers about “how to get things 

done” build the core competencies needed for effectiveness. Rising government leaders in the 

study continually returned to the value of learning with and from peers—in effect, crowd-

sourcing ideas and practices with others who share similar challenges. 

Focus group participants described effective learning experiences gained at professional 

association meetings, alumni events, and conferences; in work training sessions; and through 

task forces and online communities. in fact, the focus groups for this study often concluded 

with participants networking informally and asking one another for contact information. 

The rising government leaders who completed the survey were identified from lists of many 

thousands provided by professional and alumni associations—essentially the record-keepers 

of networks. 

Professional development approaches that create opportunities for wider participation 

through leveraging networks also make sense considering resource constraints in government. 

Rising government leaders certainly value significant employer investments in their careers. 

Many study participants laud fellows programs, in which agencies select cohorts of high-

potential leaders for structured educational and leadership development curricula delivered 

over an extended period and usually in face-to-face sessions. Today, however, few agencies 

have sufficient resources to expand such programs, which tend to be expensive. Training and 
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development funds are easy targets for budget cuts,10  and senior leaders in federal government 

often cite a lack of funding to explain why development needs are unmet.11  

Far from being a consolation prize, networked learning is viewed by many experts as 

an adaptive contemporary model reflecting the way management is practiced. For instance, 

professional development innovators at the Center for Creative leadership (CCl) describe 

conditions of scarce resources, distributed authority, and complex interdependencies as com-

mon in many sectors. They promote a new paradigm for professional development focused 

not on individual leaders but on networks of people who collectively share responsibility for 

unlocking leadership potential and effectiveness in their organizations. 

Nick Petrie of CCl says that in many organizations and sectors, the question has changed 

from how to identify high-potential individuals to how “to spread leadership capacity through-

out the organization and democratize leadership.”12  

“I think being able to network through a large group of people is extremely help-

ful. You are selling yourself but I don’t feel like its disingenuous. I have a mission 

and if you are able to speak to your mission, that’s going to help with building 

a broad network and make you better at your job.”

— RISInG GOVERnmEnT LEADER (nyC FOCuS GROuP)

Personal Support 
On a personal level, networks and mentoring relationships offer fellowship and support that 

help nurture resilience. Focus group participants frequently highlighted this benefit, and the 

study’s survey findings reinforce these effects. Rising government leaders with a mentor (63 

percent of respondents) and those with a community of peers (74 percent of respondents) 

were significantly more likely to report that they were meeting their career goals. Causality 

among those with a trusted mentor,

83%
agreed or strongly agreed  

that they are meeting their career goals  
compared with 51% of those without 

a trusted mentor. 

among those with a trusted community of peers,

79%
agreed or strongly agreed 

that they are meeting their career goals 
compared with 51% of those without 

a trusted community of peers.

SuPPORT STRuCTuRES EnABLE CAREER PROGRESS
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must be attributed with caution, however, as it is also possible that those with mentors or a 

community of peers began with more confidence or received positive feedback from men-

tors or peers that has led them to believe they are meeting their goals when they might be 

falling short. 

effective mentoring programs are not necessarily formal or highly structured, but they 

do rely on systems that enable rising leaders to find and connect with senior leaders. Some 

government agencies are incorporating networking tools into their internal communica-

tions systems and giving greater emphasis to mentoring in their human capital management 

approaches. Schools of public affairs are encouraging and creating systems for alumni men-

toring communities and leveraging digital platforms, such as linkedin, that enable alumni 

to connect. Professional associations have been at the forefront of establishing mentoring 

networks, some examples of which follow in Section vi. 

 

“My favorite professional development experience was a one-on-one coaching 

opportunity with a past Director of a local government organization. Previously, 

I had not wished to attain a Director level position, but after speaking with this 

mentor and being able to ask questions about some of the hesitations I had, I 

worked through why I was holding myself back.” 

— RISInG LOCAL GOVERnmEnT LEADER (SuRVEy RESPOnDEnT)

 

“I participated in two free mentoring programs. The relationships I developed 

through these programs kept me in government when I was nearly ready to leave 

for the private sector.” 

— RISInG FEDERAL GOVERnmEnT LEADER (SuRVEy RESPOnDEnT)

“In the program I did we were away from the office; it’s a much more relaxed 

setting. It’s not fake and you don’t feel guarded. It’s more about learning from 

others’ experiences. You can share experiences and they don’t necessarily have 

to be savory. Over time, you constantly need to revisit and refresh your skills, 

seek some validation that your style and challenges are similar to others. … 

These experiences help people identify what does work.”

— RISInG GOVERnmEnT LEADER (AuSTIn FOCuS GROuP)
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Collective Problem-Solving   
Many of the professional development programs recommended by advisers and experts have 

participants work together on shared problems, needs, or scenarios. Problem- or project-

centered approaches produce practical value—good ideas for solutions to shared issues chal-

lenging government managers and agencies—while enabling participants to develop their 

own leadership skills. 

David Altman of the Center for Creative leadership stressed the multiple benefits of 

“learning while doing” leadership development: “When we ask leaders to reflect on the expe-

riences they had that were influential in their development they tell us 10 percent of lessons 

learned comes from programs, 20 percent comes from social learning, and 70 percent comes 

from the school of hard knocks. You want to build approaches that allow people to put some-

thing into practice and reflect on it.”

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has launched the Next Generation Task Force, an 

innovative professional development program that unlocks the creative capital of its young 

government managers in just this way. One of the goals of the state’s Office of Administration 

is to reposition government service as a meaningful profession—to “rebrand government” as 

Sharon Minnich, who leads the office, put it. inspired by the energy and ideas of the rising 

leaders she works with, Minnich and her team established a task force that has young manag-

ers crowdsourcing ideas for communicating the value and relevance of government service. 

The task force was established to address the need of attracting young people to govern-

ment service while providing fellowship and helping participants build leadership capabilities 

and a statewide network. By creating videos, holding public outreach events, providing recom-

mendations to senior officers, and sharing best management practices, task force members 

are at the forefront of a campaign to demonstrate that the state government is open to new 

ideas, responsive to citizen concerns, and a great place for young people to make a difference. 

Career-Stage Development 
Study findings emphasize that rising leaders develop additional competency needs as they 

advance in their careers and assume responsibility for working across senior organizational 

levels and implementing the agenda of their departments. Recognizing the importance of 

career-stage development, government agencies and higher education institutions are looking 

at how to convey relevant skills when managers need them. Jon Nehlsen, associate dean at 

Carnegie Mellon University’s Heinz College of information Systems and Public Policy, said 
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program leaders at his school are considering how to provide this “just-in-time” learning. 

“There are inflection points in a public service career, and the skills you need at each are dif-

ferent,” Nehlsen said. “Degree programs have tended to focus on the things you need to get 

the job and also on what you will need as you advance in five to ten years, but it may make 

more sense to get that learning when you need it.”

“At certain points in your career you’re going to need different things. The Air 

Force is good at this. They give you the experiential training and the leadership 

pieces and it’s throughout your career. They also send you out to public policy 

schools at appropriate stages.”  — RISInG GOVERnmEnT LEADER (AuSTIn FOCuS GROuP)
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VI. PROFESSIOnAL DEVELOPmEnT PROGRAm ExAmPLES

THe PROGRAMS liSTeD BelOW incorporate one or more of the professional development 

themes and are included as exemplars of these themes in action. Drawn from the recommenda-

tions of advisers, experts, and survey respondents, the programs are aimed at rising managers 

(rather than senior executives), provide relatively broad access often aided by technology, 

and are open to interested participants (although applications may be required to determine 

eligibility). The list is not intended to be comprehensive but illustrative.  

The volcker Alliance welcomes the opportunity to collect additional examples of 

programs.

ALLIAnCE FOR InnOVATIOn, InnOVATIOn ACADEmy  Offered in an online format, this program gathers 

cohorts of up to twelve people (from one organization or several entities) to gain leadership 

skills by tackling shared scenarios and needs. Participants are assigned a team mentor and 

attend nine interactive virtual sessions delivered monthly. 

https://transformgov.org/innovation-academy-virtual-program

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Leadership Programs
COmmOnwEALTh mEnTORInG PROGRAm  The program is designed to mentor employees via voluntary 

career guidance, networking and leadership development, and the transfer of institutional 

knowledge. Mentees attend five sessions over the program’s eight-month duration.

email ra-mentoringprogram@pa.gov for more information.

EmERGInG LEADERS PROGRAm  This ten-month program uses the Seven Pillars of leadership model 

to develop character and leadership skills. Participants meet one full day each month. each 

participant’s supervisor meets with that person regularly throughout the process and attends 

designated sessions with the participant.

email ra-elp@pa.gov for more information.

LEADERShIP DEVELOPmEnT InSTITuTE  lDi provides professional development opportunities for 

commonwealth employees who demonstrate leadership potential and the ability to succeed 

in positions of greater responsibility within Pennsylvania government. each lDi class par-

ticipates in monthly sessions between March and October.

http://www.hrm.oa.pa.gov/training-development/Development/Pages/default.aspx

nExT GEnERATIOn TASK FORCE  This ongoing task force is directed by young government manag-

https://transformgov.org/innovation-academy-virtual-program
mailto:ra-mentoringprogram@pa.gov
mailto:ra-elp%40pa.gov?subject=
http://www.hrm.oa.pa.gov/training-development/Development/Pages/default.aspx
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ers, who initiate projects and outreach to help attract millennials to government service and 

inspire trust in government among Pennsylvania citizens.

http://www.hrm.oa.pa.gov/Pages/Contact-Us.aspx

GOVLOOP, nExTGEn LEADERShIP PROGRAm  This is a government-wide virtual training program to 

develop and empower the next generation of government leaders. Program participants are 

matched with a mentor based on the executive core qualifications and the mentee’s specific 

action plan. Over the six-month program, participants engage in a series of online training 

sessions focused on leadership, development, and career advancement.

https://go.govloop.com /Leadership-program-overview.html

harvard Kennedy School of Government Leadership Programs
EmERGInG LEADERS  This executive education program brings together Harvard faculty and 

an international cohort of rising professionals from the US and abroad for an empower-

ing and energizing week of learning. Participants gain the skills and strategic framework 

necessary to capitalize on opportunities and overcome obstacles, returning home inspired 

to execute change.

https://www.hks.harvard.edu /educational-programs/executive-education /emerging-leaders

LEADERShIP FOR ThE 21ST CEnTuRy  This one-week program requires participants to be actively 

engaged on several levels—in the classroom, in small groups, and in individual reflection. 

Participants explore a wide range of leadership strategies and new ways of exercising leader-

ship, whether in a position of authority or as one member of a group.

https://www.hks.harvard.edu /educational-programs/executive-education /leadership-21st-

century

International City/County management Association (ICmA) Early Career Leadership 
Programs
EmERGInG LEADERS DEVELOPmEnT PROGRAm  This is a two-year program intended to build knowledge, 

skills, and abilities in the basic management and technical areas that managers need to be 

successful. A coach is provided for each enrollee, and activities include monthly teleseminars 

with credentialed senior managers or public administration professors.

https://icma.org/emerging-leaders-development-program

LOCAL GOVERnmEnT 101 OnLInE CERTIFICATE PROGRAm  This program focuses on leadership, manage-

http://www.hrm.oa.pa.gov/Pages/Contact-Us.aspx
https://go.govloop.com/Leadership-program-overview.html
https://www.hks.harvard.edu/educational-programs/executive-education/emerging-leaders
https://www.hks.harvard.edu/educational-programs/executive-education/leadership-21st-century
https://www.hks.harvard.edu/educational-programs/executive-education/leadership-21st-century
https://icma.org/emerging-leaders-development-program
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ment, service delivery, budgeting, and human resources. Taught by experienced managers 

and experts, it imparts real-life experiences, best practices, and reliable advice in the areas 

most important to a manager’s day-to-day role. 

https://icma.org/local-government-101-online-certificate-program

ICmA COAChInG PROGRAm wEBInARS  live coaching webinars with experts include interactive poll-

ing, Q&A sessions, and open discussion about matters affecting local governments. Topics 

include entrepreneurial solutions, creating a culture of cultivating talent, taking smart risks, 

and recovering from setbacks.

https://icma.org/icma-coaching-program-webinars

OFFICE OF PERSOnnEL mAnAGEmEnT (OPm), LEADERShIP EDuCATIOn AnD DEVELOPmEnT (LEAD) CERTIFICATE 

PROGRAm  Provided through OPM’s Center for leadership Development, this program offers 

five career-stage certificates, each completed in three to five face-to-face courses. They are 

designed to help federal leaders assess their leadership effectiveness, gain core knowledge, 

and develop critical skills for success.

https://cldcentral.usalearning.net/mod /page/view.php?id=249

REBECCA RyAn, FuTuRIST CAmP  leadership development experts guide participants through an 

intensive camp experience and six months of virtual collaboration. Participants apply learned 

futurist techniques and scenario-planning to a project in their own work environment. 

https://www.picatic.com /futuristcamp2018

yOunG GOVERnmEnT LEADERS (yGL) AnD SEnIOR ExECuTIVES ASSOCIATIOn (SEA), mEnTORShIP PROGRAm  This 

effort pairs YGl members with SeA members, providing a confidential advisory relationship 

and broader exposure outside the young manager’s immediate organizational context.

http://younggov.org/get-involved /mentoring/

yOunG GOVERnmEnT LEADERS AnD GOVLOOP, nExT GEnERATIOn OF GOVERnmEnT TRAInInG SummIT  This two-

day annual Summit in Washington, DC, brings together both emerging leaders and seasoned 

managers in federal, state, and local government to inspire innovation and provide training 

and leadership opportunities. Formats include breakout sessions, keynote speeches, and net-

working receptions.

https://www.nextgengovt.com /summit-overview

https://icma.org/local-government-101-online-certificate-program
https://icma.org/icma-coaching-program-webinars
https://cldcentral.usalearning.net/mod/page/view.php?id=249
https://www.picatic.com/futuristcamp2018
http://younggov.org/get-involved/mentoring/
https://www.nextgengovt.com/summit-overview
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VII. STuDy APPROACh

Key Stakeholders
The volcker Alliance partnered with Huron Consulting Group and an advisory committee made 

up of senior leaders from government, academia, and public service associations for this study.

key stakeholder groups referred to throughout the report:

 ALLIAnCE TEAm  The staff of the volcker Alliance and Huron Consulting Group who designed 

and managed the study.

 ADVISORy COmmITTEE  The advisers from government, educational institutions, and gov-

ernment partnership organizations who provided guidance to the Alliance team over 

the course of its work. The committee met in three sessions to help define questions for 

inquiry and interpret study learning. Committee members also recommended individu-

als for participation as interviewees and focus group members. The advisory committee 

was not convened as an official approval body and not asked to endorse study findings 

or recommendations. 

 RISInG GOVERnmEnT LEADERS  individuals employed in government at the federal, state, 

and local levels responsible for managing people, projects, and budgets. This study 

focused on “rising” leaders who had been working in government for less than fifteen 

years. The majority of rising leaders had been promoted one or more times in the past 

five years. 

 SEnIOR SuBjECT mATTER ExPERTS  Senior representatives from educational organizations, 

government agencies, and associations who shared expert perspectives on the roles and 

needs of government leadership, as well as on education and training to meet those 

needs. These individuals shared opinions and insights gained from the field and did not 

participate as official representatives of their organizations. 

A complete list of advisory committee members and other experts interviewed for the 

study appears in Appendix A, along with a list of the volcker Alliance staff who led this ini-

tiative and the Huron staff who supported this work. We are indebted to the associations and 

organizations, also listed, that distributed the survey to their members.

Detailed Study Approach
The study was conducted through four phases of work. 

Phase I: Defining research Questions with Alliance Advisers
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in Phase i, the Alliance team conducted interviews with senior leaders in government and 

education, a subset of whom joined the study’s advisory committee, to define the most valu-

able objectives for the study and to guide project design. These first-phase discussions were 

wide ranging, reflecting advisers’ diverse concerns with systemic issues facing government and 

associated challenges in attracting, recruiting, and retaining top talent for the public sector. 

Because the starting field of inquiry was broad and included the aim of being relevant 

at the federal, state, and local levels, the Alliance team worked with advisers to refine study 

parameters to provide a distinctive and discrete contribution. Advisers agreed that a focus on 

hearing directly from the rising generation of public servants who are poised to take on senior 

leadership in the coming decades, followed by consultation with senior leaders to interpret 

and validate needs, would provide added value to the current knowledge base. 

As the volcker Alliance’s mission is to promote effective government and to provide 

more actionable findings and recommendations, the study population was further narrowed 

to those rising leaders who work in government in a strictly defined manner—characterized 

by one adviser as those with “an eagle on their paycheck.” This choice was not intended 

to discount the important contributions of professionals who participate in public service 

through other means. Advisers from universities, for instance, noted that schools of public 

affairs prepare graduates for a wide range of public service environments and that at many 

schools a declining percentage of graduates join government service. But all advisers agreed 

that this cohort of rising leaders is especially critical to ensuring effective government.  

Study advisers contributed guidance to the volcker team as it prepared to conduct focus 

PhASE I: Fall 2016

Defining research questions  
with alliance advisers

Interviews (14) with leaders in government, academia, and other public service organizations. 
The advisory committee was convened to refine the study objectives and design.

PhASE II: winter 2017

focus groups with rising  
government leaders

Focus groups (four groups, 41 total participants) with high-performing rising leaders in new 
york city; washington, Dc; austin, Texas; and seattle.

PhASE III: Spring-Summer 2017

survey research with rising 
government leaders

Survey (925 completed responses) of federal, state, and local government leaders, primarily 
recruited through professional associations and schools of public affairs. The advisory 
committee convened in the spring to discuss the early findings and a final time in the 
summer for additional feedback on the full survey results.

PhASE IV: Summer-Fall 2017

Gathering senior subject matter 
experts’ perspectives on meeting 
education and training needs

Interviews (13) with public sector leaders, educators, and innovation experts to consider 
ways to best meet education and development needs identified through the research with 
rising government leaders.

DETAILED STuDy APPROACh
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groups with rising leaders. They recommended several competency areas for exploration, 

including leadership and team building, data and business management, global and financial 

literacy, policy acumen, and negotiation. 

Phase ii: focus groups with rising government leaders
in Phase ii the Alliance team conducted focus groups with rising government leaders 

in New York City; Washington, DC; Austin, Texas; and Seattle. each group comprised indi-

viduals in management roles with five to fifteen years’ experience in federal, state, or local 

government service. Participants were recommended by colleagues and Alliance advisers 

as “rising stars” who were advancing in government service and likely to hold senior lead-

ership positions in the future. The focus group discussions were conducted over dinner in 

environments where participants could speak freely and confidentially about their careers 

in government service. 

in the focus groups, participants were asked to reflect on the characteristics and practices 

that enabled them to be successful in government service, in terms of managing projects and 

teams and of accomplishing their department’s goals. As discussed in the prior sections, par-

ticipants in all four cities strongly prioritized the role of interpersonal strengths and “earned 

experience” in being effective at work, emphasizing these along with communications skills 

over other functional skill sets, including data and financial management. Reflecting on pro-

fessional development and education options they had already or wanted to access, focus 

group participants most valued opportunities to engage with peers and codevelop solutions 

to shared needs in the practice of government.

Phase iii: evaluating competencies Through survey research with rising 
government leaders

To learn more about the competencies and educational offerings valuable for government 

service, the project included a national survey of early-to-midcareer federal, state, and local 

government managers. Huron Consulting Group’s market research practice administered the 

survey. Respondents were recruited via distribution lists shared by the following professional 

associations and schools of public affairs.

Partner Organizations for Survey 

ACT-IAC (American Council for Technology and Industry Advisory Council)

Courtesy of Casey Harris
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Blacks in Government

Courtesy of Christian Blackman and Herschel Bowens

Emerging Leaders in Local Government

Courtesy of Kirsten Wyatt

national Forum for Black Public Administrators

Courtesy of Marcia Conner

young Government Leaders

Courtesy of Kevin Richman 

The Illinois City/County management Association

Courtesy of Dawn Peters

urban management Assistants of north Texas

Courtesy of Caitlan Smelley

 heinz College of Information Systems and Public Policy, Carnegie mellon university

Courtesy of Jon Nehlsen

Lyndon B. johnson School of Public Affairs, university of Texas

Courtesy of Angela Evans 

Respondents first answered a short series of screening questions to confirm survey 

eligibility. Respondents were required to have at least two and no more than twenty years’ 

experience in government and to currently have a job in federal, state, or local government 

that included managerial responsibilities, such as the management of people, budgets, or 

time-bound projects. Respondents who had left their government positions within the last 

two years but met all the criteria were also permitted to complete the survey. 

The survey had two primary content areas. First, respondents were asked to evaluate the 

relative importance of a list of broad competency areas and related skill sets that had been 

developed through the focus groups and advisory meetings. Second, they were asked about 

their preferences for professional development and other education activities to support 

their effectiveness at work. 

The demographics of our survey respondents reasonably resemble that of the federal 

workforce, which is largely managerial.13  it would be difficult to separate managerial and 

nonmanagerial functions and aggregate data across states and localities; therefore, federal 

data serves as a proxy, although our data also includes respondents at the state and local level. 

We did not reweight the data for analysis. 
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SuRVEy DEmOGRAPhICS

ToTal number of 
inDiviDuals comPleTing  

The survey

925
all respondents have 

management responsibilities 
that require managing people, 

budgets, or time-bound projects.

PromoTeD aT leasT once in 
The PasT five years

81%
PromoTeD more Than once 

in The PasT five years

42%

LEVEL OF GOVERnmEnT

CounTy / MunICIPAl / Town / 
oTher local

52%
feDeral

29%
sTaTe

17%
oTher service in The  

uniTeD sTaTes

1%

yEARS OF ExPERIEnCE  
In GOVERnmEnT

2-4

20%
5-10

52%
11-15

18%
16-20

10%

PERCEnTAGE OF 
RESPOnDEnTS hOLDInG 

GRADuATE DEGREES

MPA/MPP

44%
mba

19%
oTher masTer’s Degree

12%
JD

4%
PhD

2%

n=921n=921

n=906n=896

male

56%
female

44%

GEnDER

CAuCASIAn non-HISPAnIC

69%
african american

20%
ASIAn / PACIFIC ISlAnDer

6%
lATIno / HISPAnIC

4%

oTher

2%
naTive american

1%
Prefer noT To say

1%

EThnIC ORIGIn
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Phase IV: Gathering Senior Subject Matter experts’ Perspectives on Meeting 
education and Training needs

Finally, the Alliance team conducted interviews with educators, government leaders, and 

innovation experts to consider ways to best meet education and development needs identified 

through the research with rising government leaders. These experts helped interpret findings 

from the survey research and focus groups, and shared examples of professional development 

approaches and programs they had successfully implemented in their organizations. There 

was significant synergy among interviewed experts regarding effective development practices; 

in particular, experts emphasized the value of networked and peer-to-peer learning, as well 

as career-stage development models. These approaches and recommendations are described 

in previous sections of the report.
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APPEnDIx A: STuDy PARTICIPAnTS AnD ACKnOwLEDGEmEnTS

THiS RePORT WAS MADe POSSiBle by the Carnegie Corporation of New York. The volcker 

Alliance is grateful for the participation of the following advisers and experts, as well as the 

rising leaders who joined our focus groups and responded to our survey.

Advisory Committee members

Jason Briefel executive Director, Senior executives Association

Karl Brooks  Program Director, executive Master in Public leadership Program, 

lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs, University of Texas at 

Austin

Suzanne Cooper  Academic Dean for Teaching and Curriculum, kennedy School of 

Government, Harvard University

Dan Chenok executive Director, iBM Center for the Business of Government

Kevin Desouza  Professor, College of Public Service and Community Solutions, 

Arizona State University

Elizabeth Kellar  Director of Public Policy, iCMA; Senior Fellow, Center for State 

and local Government excellence

Laurel McFarland  executive Director, Network of Schools of Public Policy, Affairs, 

and Administration

J. Christopher Mihm  Managing Director for Strategic issues, US Government Account-

ability Office 

Sharon Minnich  Secretary, Office of Administration, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

Jon Nehlsen  Associate Dean and Professor, Heinz College of information Sys-

tems and Public Policy, Carnegie Mellon University

Focus Group Participants 

Alex Adams Department of Transportation, king County, Washington

Lea-Suzanne Avila US General Services Administration

Eric Bachhuber US Government Accountability Office

Julissa Baez New York City Department of Small Business Services
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Danielle Bartz Mayor’s Office, City of Houston

Derek Belt king County, Washington 

David Bray Federal Communications Commission

John Burchill US General Services Administration

Sharon Carney  Office of the Deputy Mayor for Planning and economic Develop-

ment, Washington, DC

Elizabeth Fischer Laurie US Department of Health and Human Services

Vangie Garcia City of Bellevue, Washington

Julian Glover US Air Force

Sandy Guzman Office of Texas State Sen. kirk Watson

Kasea Hamar US Government Accountability Office

Angel Ip US environmental Protection Agency

Ashley Kelmore Department of Public Health, Seattle and king County, Washington

Christian Laurence  US Department of Health and Human Services, Office of inspector 

General

Catherine Lee New York City Department of education

Lewis Leff City of Austin, Texas

Stephanie McDonald Central Health, political subdivision of the state of Texas

Kathy Nyland Department of Neighborhoods, City of Seattle

Yemi Odutola  Federal emergency Management Agency/US Department of Home-

land Security

Kimberly Olivares City of Austin, Texas

Ellen Pepin Seattle Public Utilities

Jennifer Quereau legislative Budget Board, State of Texas

Chelsea Rainier US Department of Homeland Security

Gregory Rivera US Air Force

Adriana Rojas University of Texas at Austin

Patrick Sisk Securities exchange Commission

Mike Skorny US General Services Administration

Gretchen Snoey US Government Accountability Office

Marcus Stubblefield king County executive Office, Washington

Ben Thurgood City of Tacoma, Washington

Andrew Vernon US Department of veterans Affairs
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Kimberly Womble US Department of Agriculture

Shammara Wright New York City Center for economic Opportunity 

Note: Five participants chose to remain anonymous.

Senior Subject matter Experts 

David Altman Chief Operating Officer, Center for Creative leadership

Dustin Brown  Deputy Assistant Director for Management, US Office of Manage-

ment and Budget

Nijah Fudge West Regional Director, Alliance for innovation

Terry Gerton President, National Academy of Public Administration 

Sydney Heimbrock  Assistant Director, Center for leadership Development, US Office 

of Personnel Management 

Rebecca Hunter  Commissioner, Department of Human Resources, State of 

Tennessee

Donald Kettl Professor, School of Public Policy, University of Maryland

Ari Lightman  Professor, Heinz College of information Systems and Public Policy, 

Carnegie Mellon University

Ray Limon Deputy Chief Human Capital Officer, US Department of the interior 

Julia Minson  Assistant Professor of Public Policy, kennedy School of Govern-

ment, Harvard University

Rebecca Ryan Founder, Futurist Camp

Richard Spires Chief executive Officer, learning Tree international

Paul Stoltz Chief executive Officer, PeAk learning

Partner Organizations for Survey 

ACT-IAC (American Council for Technology and Industry Advisory Council)

Courtesy of Casey Harris

Blacks in Government

Courtesy of Christian Blackman & Herschel Bowens

Emerging Leaders in Local Government

Courtesy of Kirsten Wyatt
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national Forum for Black Public Administrators

Courtesy of Marcia Conner

young Government Leaders

Courtesy of Kevin Richman 

The Illinois City/County management Association

Courtesy of Dawn Peters

urban management Assistants of north Texas

Courtesy of Caitlan Smelley

 heinz College of Information Systems and Public Policy, Carnegie mellon university

Courtesy of Jon Nehlsen

Lyndon B. johnson School of Public Affairs, university of Texas

Courtesy of Angela Evans 

The Volcker Alliance Team

Maggie Mello Associate Director

Peter Morrissey Senior Associate

Pradeep Nair Former Director 

Thomas W. Ross President
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APPEnDIx B: SuRVEy InSTRumEnT

Preparing Tomorrow’s Public Service Survey 
The format of the questions presented in the survey software (Qualtrics) differs slightly from 

the print version here. 

Section headings, question numbers, and bracketed notes were for the study team’s use 

and did not appear to respondents completing the survey online. For questions with multiple 

answer choices, the order of the answers was randomized to eliminate order bias.

Greeting and screening questions

Welcome and thank you for taking part! 

With your input, we seek to understand the essential skills and competencies required 

of effective public managers and to identify educational options that may support individu-

als in these roles.

The study is being conducted by the volcker Alliance, a nonpartisan, nonprofit organiza-

tion whose mission is to address the challenge of effective implementation of public policy 

and to help rebuild public trust in government. Our partner, Huron, is administering the 

survey and hosting it on our behalf.

in appreciation of your time, we will send you a $5 Amazon.com gift card or make a $5 

charitable donation after you complete the survey. 

 First, we have a couple of questions to see if this survey is applicable to you.

1.  Please select the option that best describes you. 
I currently work in …
¡   Federal government

¡   State government

¡   County/municipal/town/other local government

¡   Other government service in the United States (please specify)

¡   None of the above

[Follow-up question for those who selected None of the above or Other government 

service on the first question] 

Have you worked in any of the following areas in the past two years? 
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¡   Federal government

¡   State government

¡   County/municipal/town/other local government

¡   Other government service in the United States (please specify)

¡    None of the above [Respondents will be thanked and will not continue in the survey.]

2.  Please select all that apply. 
In my current role, I … 
[For those not currently working government: “In my most recent government 
role, I …”]

¡   Manage budgets

¡   Manage people

¡   Manage time-bound projects

¡    None of the above [Respondents will be thanked and will not continue in the survey.]

3.  How many years have you worked in government (at any level)? 
¡   less than 2 [Respondents will be thanked and will not continue in the survey.]

¡   2-4

¡   5-10

¡   11-15

¡   16-20 

¡   21+ [Respondents will be thanked and will not continue in the survey.]

most essential skills

Great! You qualify for this study. When your responses to all questions are submitted, you 

will have the option to choose a $5 Amazon gift card or charitable donation. 

The purpose of this study is to better understand the skills and preparation needed to 

succeed as a managerial public servant. 

Public servants face many systemic challenges. While we cannot erase these challenges, 

our project ultimately aims to help better equip managerial public servants to reach their goals.

[The direction below appeared for those survey respondents who indicated they are not 

currently working in government per Question 1.] 
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in the following questions, when we ask about a “public service role like yours,” please 

think about your most recent role in government.

4.  In your opinion, how important are the following skills in a public service role 
like yours?
Scale: 1 Not at all important to 5 very important  

 

Business acumen 

a. Budgetary/financial management acumen 

b. Project and timeline management skills 

c. effective written communication 

d. effective oral communication 

e. Negotiation skills 

 

Data and technology skills 

f. Proficiency with basic quantitative analysis 

g. Advanced data analytics 

h. keeping up to date on research and technology innovations relevant to your work 

i. Creating data visualizations 

j. Advancing data-based decision-making 

k. Proficiency in collecting and cleaning data 

5.  In your opinion, how important are the following skills in a public service role 
like yours? 
Scale: 1 Not at all important to 5 very important  

 

Navigating the broader environment 

a. Gaining buy-in from other governmental agencies or entities 

b. Honing your message to advise elected officials effectively 

c. Maintaining integrity in a highly partisan environment 

 

Managing your team and yourself 

d. Helping your team to find purpose and be motivated 
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e. Persevering in the face of adverse situations 

f. Gaining buy-in from your colleagues and supervisor(s)  

 

Responding to the public 

g. Seeking out and considering a wide range of citizen voices 

h. Fostering a culture of responsive service to the public 

i. Honing your message for the public 

 

Are there other skills or abilities you believe are important in a public service 
role like yours?

6.  Please allocate 10 points among the following categories of skills and abili-
ties to indicate which areas you believe are most crucial for success in a public 
service role like yours. 

 Business acumen

Data and technology skills

Navigating the broader environment

Managing your team and yourself

Responding to the public

Other (please specify)

 (Sum to 10)

7.  Thinking ahead to the year 2025, which skills do you believe will be most 
essential in government service broadly?  
Please drag and drop up to 5. 

Five most essential skills/abilities in government service 

Budgetary/financial management acumen

Project management skills

effective written communication

effective oral communication

Negotiation skills
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Basic proficiency with quantitative analysis

Advanced data analytics

keeping up to date on new technology relevant to your work

Creating data visualizations

Advancing data-based decision-making

Gaining buy-in from other governmental agencies or entities

Honing your message to advise elected officials effectively

Maintaining integrity in a highly partisan environment

Helping your team to find purpose and be motivated

Persevering in the face of adverse situations

Gaining buy-in from your colleagues and supervisor(s)

Seeking out and considering a wide range of citizen voices

Fostering a culture of responsive service to the public

Honing your message for the public

Other (please specify)

[Not asked of those not currently working in government.]

8.  Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following state-
ments. 
Scale: 1 Strongly disagree to 5 Strongly agree

a. i have a trusting relationship with a community of peers who also work in gov-

ernment. 

b. i have a trusted mentor who also works in government. 

c. i intend to continue working in government for the long term. 

d. i feel i am making good progress in reaching my professional aspirations.

[Question shown to current and recent federal employees only.]

9.  The US Office of Personnel Management has identified five Executive Core 
Qualifications (ECQs), which are used by many departments and agencies in 
hiring and promoting. Please indicate how important you believe each of these 
ECQs are in a public service leadership role.
Scale: 1 Not at all important to 5 very important 

a. leading Change: bring about strategic change, both within and outside the orga-
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nization, to meet organizational goals 

b. leading People: lead people toward meeting the organization’s vision, mission, 

and goals 

c. Results Driven: meet organizational goals and customer expectations 

d. Business Acumen: manage human, financial, and information resources strategi-

cally 

e. Building Coalitions: build coalitions internally and with other agencies, state and 

local governments, organizations, foreign governments, or international organiza-

tions

Educational look back

10.  Have you earned any of the following degrees? Please select all that apply. 
¡   Bachelor’s degree 

¡   MPA/MPP (Master of Public Administration/Public Policy)

¡   MBA

¡   Other master’s degree (please specify)

¡   JD

¡   PhD (please specify field)

¡   None of the above

11.  Overall, how valuable was your education in preparing you for your work in 
government? 
Scale: 1 No value to 5 very valuable

12.  What was the most valuable aspect of your education in preparing you for your 
work in government?

[Asked of those who earned a master’s degree.]

13.  Which of the following were a part of your graduate education? Please select 
all that apply. 
¡   Case studies

¡   Mock negotiations
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¡   Course work that reflects the interdependencies and overlapping domains in 

real-world public service 

¡   Team-based assignments (with no assigned roles)

¡   Team-based assignments with assigned roles that reflect typical roles in gov-

ernment 

¡   Capstone or client-based project

¡   internship

¡   Brief/memo writing assignments

¡   Analytics/data modeling

¡   instructors with recent practitioner experience 

¡   Other (please specify)

[Asked of those who earned a master’s degree.]

14.  Which of the following do you wish had been a stronger part of your graduate 
education? 
¡   Case studies

¡   Mock negotiations

¡   Course work that reflects the interdependencies and overlapping domains in 

real-world public service 

¡   Team-based assignments (with no assigned roles)

¡   Team-based assignments with assigned roles that reflect typical roles in gov-

ernment 

¡   Capstone or client-based project

¡   internship

¡   Brief/memo writing assignments

¡   Analytics/data modeling

¡   instructors with recent practitioner experience 

¡   Other (please specify)

Professional development look back

[This section not asked of those not currently working in government.]

15.  To further your career in government service, which of the following types of 
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professional development have you taken part in? 
¡   Mentorship program

¡   executive coaching

¡   Hands-on workshop

¡   Single-day presentation

¡   Ongoing course

¡   Networking community

¡   Rotational program

¡   Other (please specify)

¡   None of the above

16.  How recently have you participated in a professional development program? 
¡   in the past year

¡   1-2 years ago

¡   2-4 years ago

¡   5+ years ago

¡   Never

17.  Thinking of the best professional development you have experienced, how 
valuable was it? 
Scale: 1 No value to 5 very valuable

[For those who selected 5 on the previous question.] 

18.  Please tell us more about this experience. What was the topic and format?

Educational and professional development look forward

[This section not asked of those not currently working in government.]

19.  Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following state-
ments. 
Scale: 1 Strongly disagree to 5 Strongly agree

To further my career in government service … 
a. i am planning to earn a graduate degree in the future (please specify degree).
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b. i am planning to earn a certificate or other credential in the future, but not earn 

a degree (please specify the credential). 

c. i am planning to undertake professional development of some kind (workshop, 

professional community, mentorship program, etc.) in the future. 

d. i wish that universities offered a degree, certificate, or other credential that was 

more relevant to me. 

e. i wish that i had access to professional development opportunities (workshop, 

professional community, mentorship program, etc.) that are more relevant to me.

[Asked of those who selected 3 or higher on statements d. or e. on previous question.] 

20.  As you consider continuing your education/professional development, what 
subject areas are most relevant to you?

21.  Which of the following types of professional development would you most 
like to take part in? Please select up to three. 
¡   Mentorship program

¡   executive coaching

¡   Hands-on workshop

¡   Single-day presentation

¡   Ongoing course

¡   Networking community

¡   Rotational program

¡   Other (please specify)

¡   None of the above

22.  In what setting would you prefer to engage in professional development? 
Please select all that apply. 
¡   in my workplace

¡   At a university

¡   At an off-site location (not at my workplace)

¡   Online

¡   Other (please specify)
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Demographics

23.  Which of the following certifications, if any, do you hold? 
¡   Contracting (FAC-C)

¡   Contracting Officer’s Representative (FAC-COR)

¡   Program and Project Managers (FAC-P/PM)

¡   Project Management Professional (PMP)

¡   Other (please specify)

24.  How many times have you been promoted in the past 5 years? 
¡   0

¡   1

¡   2

¡   3+

25.  What is your gender? 
¡   Male

¡   Female

¡   Other/prefer not to say

26.  Are you a veteran of the US Armed Forces? 
¡   Yes

¡   No

27.  What do you consider to be your ethnic origin? Please select all that apply.  
¡   African American

¡   Asian/Pacific islander

¡   Caucasian non-Hispanic

¡   latino/Hispanic

¡   Native American

¡   Other (please specify)

¡   i prefer not to say
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28.  What words of wisdom would you offer someone who has just entered gov-
ernment service and wants to make a difference?

[Opt-in to gift card or charitable donation]

[Opt-in to Volcker Alliance mailing list and notification when report is ready]

Thank you so much for sharing your thoughts with us!
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